SERVICE

A Social Enterprise
Chef Jason Atherton discusses modern dining, hotels getting it
wrong and why you can’t take a margin to the bank.

Words: Harry McKinley

F

igurehead of a restaurant empire that stretches

typical pursuits like watching television. Instead, he

from Australia to the USA - via Asia, the Middle

was conscripted into luggage carrying, washing up or

East and his native Britain – Jason Atherton

preparing toast during the breakfast rush.

is that ever so modern combination of chef,

At that time the prawn cocktail, steak dinner and

entrepreneur and media personality. He struggles

the stodgy pud were in fashion, and Atherton’s

to pass through any of his 17 restaurants without

mum was a dab hand at all, serving them up at the

eager diners interrupting him for a chat, a signature

guesthouse’s restaurant. It’s perhaps a far cry from

on a cookbook or the now essential selfie. When

the kind of cuisine he deals in today, but from an early

we meet him at London’s Pollen Street Social - his

age hospitality was ‘seeping into his blood’ and service

flagship standalone and first venue as an independent

with a smile was second nature.

restaurateur – we see this admiration in action. It’s at

“We’ve had a bit of a bad rap over the years,”

the tail end of lunch service and he is barely through

says Atherton, on the perception of modern British

the door when passing diners stop to offer their

hospitality. “People don’t want to serve. But all the

congratulations on a satisfying dining experience,

way back to Victorian times, British people had been

passing over still-fresh hardcovers for a scribble from

really good at hospitality. I just think we lost our way a

the writer. He takes it all in his stride, well-mannered

bit. Thank goodness it’s all coming back and we’ve got

to a fault and smiling as he thanks them for their

a lot of British sommeliers, British cooks and people

custom and expresses his hope to see them again.

who want to be good at service.”

It’s all part of the service game, something Atherton

For Atherton, good service doesn’t just seem to

is deeply familiar with having grown up in the world

be a matter of good business, it’s almost a cultural

of hotels. His mother ran a 35-bedroom guesthouse in

imperative; with the ability to deliver an enjoyable

Skegness; a seaside town on England’s east coast that

experience to others through care and attention

was once a popular destination for local holidaymakers.

something nearly lost to the passage of time. Here in

Everyone was expected to chip in, and as a child, and

the UK, at least.

then a teenager, Atherton was afforded little time for

“People have forgot that service can be a career,” he
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says, gesturing at the primly dressed restaurant staff preening the space
for the evening to come. “I know times have changed, but I moved to

‘rules’. Few things irk him more than inflexible dining experiences.
“If someone wants to have the tasting menu and their partner

London at 16 and was washing pots. Now we have restaurants all over

doesn’t, what’s the problem?” he says, exasperated. “I wanted to

the world.”

provide the service standard and the quality of food, but take all of the

Atherton chuckles when we bring up his spell in the Army Catering

fluff away. There’s nothing worse than getting a briefing about your

Corps. All eight weeks of it. Realising almost instantly that he loathed

meal and hearing about how the ingredients were grown by some crazy

being there, he convinced them to let him leave. “It’s amazing now that

man in the South Downs with 15 scarecrows. It’s cold by the time you

there were all of these principles I hated, like getting up early and being

get to eat it. So restaurants go through this whole rigmarole and most

told what to do,” he says, “but then you would have this very disciplined

people don’t care. If they’re interested, they’ll ask.”

lifestyle in a Michelin-starred restaurant that was very similar to the

Atherton’s easy, adaptable and guest-centric approach would change

army. The difference was I was creating beautiful food, so I was happy to

the dining landscape in the British capital and, by the time he had three

put up with everything else that went with it.”

standalone restaurants pulling in crowds, he was being tapped to enter

Before Atherton struck out on his own, he worked for some of the
industry’s leading lights - the likes of Marco Pierre White, Pierre

the hotel sphere.
Berners Tavern, at The London EDITION, would go on to solidify his

Koffmann and Ferran Adrià. He credits them with shaping his cooking

bankability, but it also forced him to think about hotel dining in a way

style and teaching him about creativity in food. Gordon Ramsay – for

that he hadn’t previously. “You have Ian Schrager and Bill Marriott

whom Atherton oversaw the global expansion of the Maze brand – he

coming together for what was a new hotel brand at the time. They ate

credits for teaching him about business, even if previous headlines

all over London and tried countless menus, and ultimately decided

demonstrate that it wasn’t always plain sailing.

that what I was producing was what they wanted in their hotel, but in

“He taught me that being a chef is all well and good, but if you don’t
learn how to make money from what you create then you’re nothing

an all-day dining version,” Atherton recalls. “At the time I remember
wondering why they wanted me - this little chef with just three
restaurants – but they felt I understood the London marketplace better
than anyone else. So I set about creating a menu that means someone

“Any chef who tells you they don’t have an ego
is lying, and it’s not that I need to feed it, but
sometimes I do want to show off.”

could come in and have a slice of toast and a cup of tea in the morning,
all the way through to afternoon tea, lunch and dinner. It had to
encompass gastronomy but also cater to the guy who has just checked in
and wants steak and chips, a glass of red wine and no fuss.”
He admits that at first he struggled and found the process more
difficult than he imagined he would. Up until that point he was used to

more than a good cook,” he says. “I hate the term businessman. I prefer

sending out carefully considered dishes that catered only to those who

entrepreneur. But that lesson from Gordon has moulded how I think

chose to frequent his restaurants. But in a hotel, of course, one must

about my work and career; we have our own range of glassware with

cater for everyone, and whilst the fanciful can often be appreciated, it’s

John Jenkins, our own wine, we sell cookbooks, have restaurant brands,

also necessary to provide the basics when needs be.

work with hotel groups and consult.
“The business is much more complex than some people realise. When
you buy a lease for a restaurant, you’re buying a piece of property and

I realised through thinking about hotel dining, is that you don’t need to.

your first boss is the landlord. Our rent here at Pollen Street Social is

That was a big learning curve for me; how to be restrained with food.”

half a million a year. So before I open that front door, I need to make

Today, Atherton has numerous hotel restaurants under his belt,

sure that I have £45,000 in the bank to cover the month’s rent. Then

including Kensington Street Social at The Old Clare Hotel in Sydney;

I’ve got to pay the staff, turn the lights on, buy produce, pay the linen

The Clocktower at The New York EDITION; and Marina Social at

company, replace broken items, cover the telephone bills, you name it.

InterContinental Dubai Marina. Whilst the latter is as popular as when it

If you’re not good at balancing the books then you won’t be in business

opened in 2015, he admits that he wasn’t entirely satisfied with the end

very long.”

result and is pushing for change.

Having spent years working for the behemoth that is Gordon Ramsay
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“Any chef who tells you they don’t have an ego is lying,” he says, “and
it’s not that I need to feed it, but sometimes I do want to show off. What

“I’d like to do a refurbishment as I don’t like the dining room,”

Group, it would be easy to assume that Atherton always had global

he says, with trademark honesty. “That was the first restaurant I’d

aspirations, but the dream was initially to open just one restaurant –

signed in Dubai and I was so excited, but in terms of look it could be in

which would become the one in which we’re sat. It would earn a Michelin

Nairobi or Moscow. I wish it could be more in keeping with the London

star within six months of opening and its success was in no small part

restaurants. For me, it feels too much like a hotel dining room. I’m not

thanks to Atherton’s rethink of what fine dining means in a modern age.

blaming IHG, or the owner [Select Group], as they’re all fantastic people

As he explains, before Pollen Street Social guests could rarely walk into a

to work with, I’m blaming myself for not keeping a tighter grip on what

Michelin-star restaurant and have a beer at the bar. They were perceived

I really wanted. We didn’t have enough control over the design there,

as formal spaces, bogged down in off-putting strictness and arbitrary

and I’d never let that happen again.”

Berners Tavern, The London EDITION
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Marina Social, InterContinental Dubai Marina

Noting the need for distinctive design in hotel F&B, as opposed to

patch with Brexit, we’re still here, still paying our bills and we haven’t

generic interiors across brands, Atherton continues to show his sense

laid a single member of staff off,” he says. “We employ 1,200 people

for what guests these days want. Whilst he’s enamoured with Dubai,

and we paid something like £17million in tax last year. We’re a massive

describing it as one of his favourite destinations, when asked what

contributor to the system, which keeps everyone else in a job. But now

hotel restaurants can learn from standalones, he pinpoints it as being

we have to hold fort in London. Until the government really lays out

indicative of all that is wrong with the sector.

what Brexit means to us as an industry, it’s very difficult to see how we

“Hotels there have to stop opening a ridiculous number of F&B
outlets. Guests aren’t looking for that. It’s a waste of money and it’s
destroying the dining scene,” he says. “It’s also stifling creativity and

and threaten my business with so many unknowns.”
When Atherton talks about his business and the sacrifices it has

in what is still a very young city that needs fresh ideas.” He lays the

required, it’s difficult not to frame his endeavours as the archetypal

blame at the feet of the hotels, which should be looking to outside F&B

success story. He describes throwing his whole life into it and, even

professionals to develop their programmes. “Hotels go and employ F&B

though it came at a cost, he has no regrets. “David Beckham wasn’t a

directors, who are middle management, and most of the time they know

great footballer. He worked hard doing what he loved,” he explains. “I

nothing about F&B. This job is not about margins, it’s about hospitality

did 90 hours a week in the kitchen for nearly 20 years and that’s why

- creativity, great food and great service. Once you have all of those

I have the bank of knowledge that I have today. It’s why I can look

things pushed into your magic bubble, then you need someone smart at

at food in a different way from how someone else looks at it. People

the bottom to say ‘time to look at margins’. You can’t take a margin to

might say I’m crazy because I’ve never had a life, but once I found my

the bank, so it’s irrelevant.”

success, the life I have has been magnified a thousand times. It’s a

In terms of what’s next for the ever-expanding group, plans are afoot
for ‘something big’ in mainland China in 2018. On home turf, however,

life that a boy from Skegness, who left school with no qualifications,
shouldn’t be having.”

plans have ground to halt. A period of political uncertainty has swept the

With that our time together is up, and as Atherton gathers his

UK and Atherton is visibly piqued. After all, uncertainty is almost always

belongings and prepares to take the helm in the kitchens for dinner

bad for business.

service, we resist the temptation to have a cookbook signed or, heaven

“We have a really solid company. Even though we’re having a rocky
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could continue to invest on a substantial level. I’m not going to expand

forbid, lean in for a selfie

